Gaussian distributions on Lie groups and their application to statistical shape analysis.
The Gaussian distribution is the basis for many methods used in the statistical analysis of shape. One such method is principal component analysis, which has proven to be a powerful technique for describing the geometric variability of a population of objects. The Gaussian framework is well understood when the data being studied are elements of a Euclidean vector space. This is the case for geometric objects that are described by landmarks or dense collections of boundary points. We have been using medial representations, or m-reps, for modelling the geometry of anatomical objects. The medial parameters are not elements of a Euclidean space, and thus standard PCA is not applicable. In our previous work we have shown that the m-rep model parameters are instead elements of a Lie group. In this paper we develop the notion of a Gaussian distribution on this Lie group. We then derive the maximum likelihood estimates of the mean and the covariance of this distribution. Analogous to principal component analysis of covariance in Euclidean spaces, we define principal geodesic analysis on Lie groups for the study of anatomical variability in medially-defined objects. Results of applying this framework on a population of hippocampi in a schizophrenia study are presented.